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made with  love



Our designers not only create modern sofas, but timelessly 

modern sofas. Our production experts therefore take utmost 

care to ensure that the quality matches the longevity of the 

design. All hülsta sofas are made in Germany.  

Furthermore, some hülsta sofas feature amazing functionality. 

Their motto: Functionality can be this beautiful and beauty 

can be this functional. The result is there to see and feel 

for every design lover, as the perfect marriage of form and 

function not only delivers a stylish look but also outstanding 

comfort. 

Enjoy browsing through the catalogue – the first step to 

happiness.

Your hülsta sofa Team

We invest a lot to ensure that 
you get a lot: Sustainable living 
and enjoyment for generations 
to come.

Sofas, which  
make you happy 
for a long time
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hs.414Content   Interview! 
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 Fine arts from   
Nagold
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The leather and 
fabric story
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hs.400

Hang on a moment,  

stay awhile
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hs.400

Why not enjoy the comfort of the hs.400 a little longer?

Featuring elaborately crafted upholstery and a soft extra deep seat, the hs.400 

is an invitation to slow down. It is optionally available with a fixed or adjustable 

backrest. The backrest is comfortable to lean onto in the upright position. 

In today‘s fast-paced world, it is important to take time to wind down. This add-

on range with lounge character is the perfect choice. Special attention has been 

given to the development of the seat: It features a curved shape, a soft padding 

and is close to the floor. High-quality decorative seams and casual indentations 

in the seat and back add interest to the hs.400.

    Design: Hoffmann-Kahleyss

Time to slow down

   Cover: 
Easy-to-care for fabric 
      in Q2 quality  > 
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hs.400

 A mix of assembly
 seams and piped
  seams  

<

<
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hs.400

❙	 The range includes: Sofa bench, add-on sofa, corner add-on sofa, long chair and upholstered bench

❙	 Height adjustment ensures leaning onto the backrest is both comfortable and ergonomic

❙	 Soft character because of additional padding in seat 

❙	 High-quality decorative seams and elegant casual indentations in seat and backrest  

❙	 2 seat heights: 42 and 45 cm

❙	 Optionally with fixed or adjustable backrest 

Modern add-on range with lounge character 
for comfort enthusiasts

  <  All-round 
       piped seam

       Sofa option 
  with adjustable
   backrest >
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hs.414

 Superior – 
 not only in terms
  of seating comfort 
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hs.414

hs.414 is a versatile add-on range – and much more: Discover its superior 

features

“Superior“ stands for an elaborate filling made from foam sticks, beads, 

foams and fleeces. This ensures that the hs.414 features the first-class seating 

comfort offered by hülsta sofa for the first time. The new sofa “wraps around“ 

the people sitting on it in a uniquely soft and wonderful way. Plus, the look 

of hs.414 matches its style: a sophisticated lounge sofa featuring upholstered 

units that can be combined in many ways. The decorative seam in the back 

cushion perfectly highlights the generosity of this extraordinary sofa range. 

The back cushions and the basic sofa unit are available in different coverings.

   

   Design: Hoffmann-Kahleyss

A sofa becomes 
your new home
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hs.414

   S ideboard MA DERA 
          from hülsta

For even more
     comfort   > 

 <

”Superior” seating comfort: The seat cushions are only 

attached with a zip, therefore provide a cushion-like 

look and can move when you sit down, giving the 

impression of both comfortably sinking in yet being 

well supported. hs.414 and hs.454 both feature seating 

comfort in “Superior” quality. Detailed information can 

be found on page 92.

superior 'Superior' 
seating  
comfort
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hs.414

❙	 		The range includes: Sofa bench, add-on sofa, recamiere, add-on bench 

with upholstered seat and upholstered bench 

❙	 		8 leg versions

❙	 		Seating comfort: “Superior“

❙	 		2 seat heights: 43 and 46 cm

❙	 		All-round backrest unit allows corner combinations 

❙	 		Back cushions: optionally also available in a different covering to the  

basic sofa  

❙	 		All units can be positioned anywhere in the room 

Versatile add-on range with “Superior“ seating comfort 
and a choice of versatile coverings
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hs.420

For relaxed

Individualists

for
Jndividua ls 
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hs.420

Functionality can be this beautiful - and beauty can be this functional. 

This sofa range brings a different level of relaxation to your home. Whether with folded down or 

folded up backrest, with tilted or straight side section. For a casual gathering with friends or maybe 

a little lunchtime nap - the hs.420 sofa range caters for every requirement in terms of functionality 

combined with light-heartedness. It appears to be floating on its refined wooden frame and – 

despite its elegance, it has a wonderfully soft and informal look.  

Don‘t underestimate the rather intricate appearance. Even for tall people, it is very comfortable 

to lean onto the back cushion, if they fold it up or tilt it. We have also designed the hs.420 in such 

a way that it is not just comfortable for sitting, but you can also lie on it: The side sections are 

adjustable, ensuring a perfect rest.  

   Design: Hoffmann-Kahleyss  

The ultimate in 
relaxation

   Sideboard GENTiS 
        from hülsta

 <
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hs.420

      Multi-level
adjustable side section  >
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hs.420

  Backrest with fold-up
      and tilt function  >

Individually foldable add-on range

❙  The range includes: Sofa bench, add-on sofa, add-on corner sofa,  

add-on bench, end unit add-on bench, long chair, upholstered bench

❙   9 leg versions

❙  3 wooden frames, veneered in: Natural oak, dark oak and walnut 

❙  2 seat heights: 40 and 43 cm

❙  Multi-level adjustable side section 

❙  Backrest with fold-up and tilt function 

  < Veneered wooden 
frame, available

  in three colours
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On the sofa
with ...

the design duo Birgit Hoffmann
and Christoph Kahleyss. A discussion 
about successful sofa design, inner 
quality and the necessity to remain 
seated.

32 



On average, we spend four hours a day 

on a sofa, where we chat, eat, sleep and 

dance. What kind of  sofa type are you? 

Kahleyss: For me, the sofa is a private space, 

a place to relax. This is where I read, dream, 

watch TV or talk to my wife – it is also the 

favourite spot of our dog. 

Hoffmann: I almost only look at sofas from a 

professional point of view. Although I have a 

sofa, I hardly every use it, as I tend to sit in 

the kitchen all the time. (she laughs)

Are your views in terms of design just as 

different?

Hoffmann: When it comes to work, we almost 

always agree. We technically speak the same 

language and are a fabulous team. 

Kahleyss: However, we have clearly assigned 

tasks: Birgit is mainly responsible for the 

creative part, whilst I focus on the technical 

issues. She draws freehand and is allowed to 

go a bit crazy every now and then. I implement 

our ideas digitally and deal with their 

functionality and feasibility.  

They strive to achieve 
comfort: The design 
duo Hoffmann-Kahleyss 
designs sofas that meet 
the highest design 
requirements for hülsta 
sofas. We meet them – 
 of course – on the sofa.  

“Our design approach: 
   Furniture, that makes you happy “

Wedesign  
comfort
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hs.430

hs.400
hs.440

What does Hoffmann-Kahleyss  

stand for? 

Kahleyss: We are committed to 

innovation. 

We do not want to re-use something 

existing, but are always searching for 

something new. It can be a small detail, 

such as an unusual seam or a rounded 

shape. Those are the features that make 

our furniture special.

What are your special ideas for 

hülsta sofa?

Hoffmann: We have been working for 

hülsta sofa for two years and are proud 

that we were involved in building the 

brand. Our design approach: Sofas that 

make you happy. The furniture from 

the hülsta sofa  range is contemporary 

yet long-lasting. Another important 

subject is functionality.  It is nice to be 

able to tilt the back cushion, if you want 

a comfortable lunchtime nap - after all, 

sofas are not just for sitting.  

How can I recognise good quality in 

upholstered furniture?

Kahleyss: Inner values matter. The 

quality of a sofa depends upon the quality 

inside of the unit.  In theory, you can take 

a block of foam and cover it with fabric: 

The first optical impact is identical to a 

quality sofa  – however this does not last. 

A hülsta sofa consists of a wooden frame, 

belts, three layers of foam and lots of 

expertise. 

Hoffmann: You can feel it straight away! 

Good quality requires work, you could 

also say: Our work means comfort.

A sofa is an investment and must be 

carefully considered. How do I find 

the right type for me?

Hoffmann: It is no use browsing through 

a catalogue and just going by the look.

Sitting down is the art of buying a sofa.  

You must properly try it, feel it and listen 

to yourself: What do I need and does the 

sofa also fit into my home? Often people 

are disappointed because a huge unit 

suddenly does not fit into their room –  

we recommend cutting out the size and 

shape in paper and put it on the floor, 

which will give a realistic impression of 

what it would look like in your home.  

Sofas are not designed on the 

sofa: Brigitte Hoffmann and 

Christoph Kahleyss at work in 

their design office in Hamburg, 

St. Pauli

Kahleyss: If you are undecided regarding 

trendy colours go for neutral shades 

such as beige, grey or brown instead.  

Depending upon personal taste, you can 

add accents with colourful cushions thus 

completely changing the look.  

What are currently the most  

important sofa trends?

Hoffmann: Super soft upholstery! When 

it comes to sofas, we are certainly not 

heading towards hard times... 
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hs.430

 Plenty of options to  
relax
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hs.430

One of the hs.430 options are the adjustable side sections. They have the same effect 

as arms, with which the elegant sofa range waves at its onlookers.   

Refer back to pages 38/39 and then back again to this page:  If you do this quickly, you 

notice the different positions of the adjustable side sections and you do not even need 

the stylish sofa in front of you.  Once you actually see the sofa, you will also admire the 

slim pointed cushions and the elegant indentations on the armrests. Back cushions 

with integrated bolster are optionally available. The high back of the long chair can be 

tilted backwards like the side sections. Matching armchairs and stools are available to 

create a decorative seating group. 

    Design: Hoffmann-Kahleyss  

The wave 
of an elegant lady  

40 



hs.430

❙ The range includes: Armchair, sofa bench, add-on sofa, long chair,  

 upholstered bench and stool

❙ Slim pointed cushion look in seat, back and side sections

❙ 8 leg versions

❙ 2 seat heights: 41 and 44 cm

❙ Optional multi-level adjustable side section 

❙ Long chair with high back and tilt function 

Modern, refined add-on range    
in pointed cushion design
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hs.430

    Seat and back areas with
          elegant indentations  >

Optional multi-level 
   adjustable 
        side section >
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hs.432

Welcome to the   

feel-good zone

Signature    
 Piece 
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hs.432

 hs.432 is the sofa range that forces you to chill.

It is not made for stiffly sitting up straight, but for extremely comfortable 

lounging. The distinctive size, the balanced proportions with a low backrest – 

everything is made to perfectly fit down to the very last detail.  

The hs.432 has a generous size: In line with the current trend, there is an emphasis 

on horizontal lines, the sofa architecture basically imitates the look of a 

spacious bungalow.  However, the hs.432 manages to incorporate this special 

look into any room, even in an apartment on the fifth floor. The craftsmanship is 

of course of the highest quality. 

    Design: Hoffmann-Kahleyss 

Architecture made
for sitting  
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hs.432

❙   The range includes: Add-on sofa, add-on bench, long chair, upholstered 

corner section and upholstered bench

❙    Versatile add-on units allow individual combination possibilities 

❙   Optional integration of the upholstered bench in an add-on solution

❙   2 seat heights: 41 and 44 cm

❙   Individual connecting points allow combining single modules  

at a later stage 

❙   All units can be positioned anywhere in the room

Modern  add-on range with lounge character

Stylish indentations 
     with high-quality 
   decorative leather seam  >
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hs.440

Our

E-model

52 



hs.440

The hs.440 re-introduces the single sofa into the living worlds and proves that one sofa can 

match many different styles.

We honestly did not intend to mainly describe the new hs.440 with words that start with an “e“. It is 

just perfectly described and easy to remember as an exquisite and elegant entry-model single sofa. 

It is also noteworthy that the hs.440 can be integrated with many different styles: from Vintage to 

Long Island to minimalist or eccentric. All leg and cover versions of the hülsta sofa collections are 

possible. Its comfort is also adaptable: The seat depth can be varied with loose back cushions.  

    Design: Hoffmann-Kahleyss  

Exquisite, elegant 
entry-model single sofa 
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hs.440

< Back cushion
   in sofa covering

 Back cushion
in a covering 
  of your choice > 

Sofa 

with recommended back cushions 

in the same covering as the sofa

Basic sofa 

with back cushions that can be ordered with

indivdidually selected coverings

Elegant, adaptable single sofa

❙  The range includes: Armchair, sofa bench and  

upholstered bench

❙ 10 leg versions

❙ 2 seat heights: 39 and 42 cm

❙  Back cushion: optionally also available in a different  

covering to basic sofa   

Protruding 
    seat area    

01
Standard
configuration

02
Individual
configuration

>Two 
configurations
available
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hs.450

The

versatile sofa

Systemrange 
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hs.450

The more possibilities we offer you, the more individual your taste can be. 

This works best with so-called system furniture such as the hs.450 range. There are 

two seating comfort versions, three seat depths, two seat heights, eight different 

armrests and ten different leg versions. The hs.450 range allows everyone to realise 

their individual seating and design ideas. 

So far so good - or could it be even better? Of course, because the pampering range 

even offers leg supports and headrests, which can extend the hs.450 if required. 

Perfect for moments when you need extra support.

     Design: Hoffmann-Kahleyss

Total freedom of choice,  
limited to good style

     Cover: 
Easy-to-care for fabric 
         in Q2-quality  > 
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hs.450

❙  The range includes: Armchair, sofa bench, add-on sofa, long chair, add-on 

armchair, add-on bench, add-on bench with upholstered seat, add-on 

corner sofa, upholstered corner section, add-on corner bench, add-on 

corner bench with upholstered seat, upholstered bench, stool, headrest 

and leg support

❙  8 different side sections

❙  10 leg versions

❙  2 upholstery comfort levels: “Classic“ and “Lounge“

❙  3 seat depths: 56, 60 and 64 cm

❙  2 seat heights: 42 and 45 cm

❙  Additional functionalities: Headrest and leg support

System range for individual sofa configurations
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hs.450

An armchair is a beautiful accessory for every sofa.

You are certainly the most beautiful accessory 

for every armchair. If you are not available, then 

a cushion or a decorative throw can be a good 

alternative. 
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hs.450

You can individually configure your own personal sofa in just 10 steps.

Overview of 
configurations

Armchair
Two seat widths: 60 and 80 cm

Sofas
Six seat widths from 100 to 200 cm

Sectional units
Nine different models

Additional models
Upholstered bench and Footstool

Armrest options
8 versions

Leg options
Five design versions, 10  variations

Upholstery comfort
Classic/Lounge

Seat depths
Three seat depths: 56, 60 and 64 cm

Seat heights
42 and 45 cm

Additional functions
Footrest and headrest

Only with SOB, SE, PB and HCK

Available only with seat widths of 140 cm and wider

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10
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hs.450

10 leg versions8 side section options

      Shown here:
  Steel bracket, 
       gloss chrome >

          < Side section 
            ‘Slim low ‘
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1 2

3

hs.450

2 upholstery comfort levels 3 seat depths

Seating comfort ”Classic”. 

The upholstery is relatively 

firm, thus giving support. 

The Sofa features clean and 

simple lines. 

Seating comfort ”Lounge”.  

The upholstery is relatively 

soft and allows comfortable 

”sinking-in”. The sofa features 

a rather causal, cushion-like 

look. 

There is a choice of three different seat depths: short, standard and extra deep.

                <   Seat depth, 
         achieved by cushion 
           and backrest widths

classic

lounge

Seat depth: 56 cm 

❙ Wide backrest 

❙ Wide cushion

Seat depth: 60 cm 

❙ wide backrest 

❙ Slim cushion

Seat depth: 64 cm 

❙ Slim backrest 

❙ Slim cushion

Do you like a firmer seat or would you rather sink in comfortably?
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Die Beinauflage zeigt, dass das hs.450 ein 

Understatement-Typ ist: 

Normalerweise sieht man gar nichts von ihr. 

Nur wenn man sie braucht, tritt sie in Erschei-

nung. Abgesehen von Beinen kann darauf 

natürlich auch Lektüre oder ein kleiner Snack 

gelagert werden.

hs.450

Additional options:
Headrest and leg support 

A further highlight: the headrest, 

giving support for tired heads. It is  

simply pushed in and can therefore  

be repositioned. 
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Working in the 

leather cutting 

department requires 

physical strength. 

Here is Slobodan 

Sebalj at work.

The hülsta sofas workshop is a state-
of-the-art implementation of classic 
fine arts: You will see performing 
arts in the cutting department, visual 
arts in the frame construction as 
well as applied arts in the sewing 
and upholstery sections. If you are a 
discerning customer, simply join us 
for a tour of the respective tasks.  

The fine 
arts 
from Nagold

A hülsta sofa has come a long way before it 

arrives at the final  quality control. Shown 

here is the quality check of the hs.450.
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You can only dream about skin like this: 

The top layer shows genuine natural 

features such as decorative graining and fine 

pores. Every now and then there is a tiny 

scar that might have come from an insect 

bite. No skin crease, which generally occurs 

in the neck area. A subtle bronze shade 

that does not require an artificial colour 

application. All in all a robust and rustic 

image... We are talking about Slobodan 

Sebalj, one of 180 staff in the development 

and upholstery production of hülsta sofa. It 

is obvious at every hülsta sofa retailer and 

in countless German living rooms that he 

and his colleagues are master craftsmen. 

However, you will only know that they are 

that good-looking, if you visit the hülsta sofa 

workshop

The dance of the cutters

We will spend a whole day in Swabia, in 

Mötzingen near Nagold to be precise, where 

the hülsta sofa range is manufactured. 

Our first stop is the cutting department. 

or maybe we should call it the performing 

arts – dance in this case, as the way the 

ladies move is reminiscent of ballet: artistic 

movement with deliberate shifting of the 

weight, a turn to the right, a glance across 

the elbow, a few dancing steps to the left, a 

shift of the weight again, then a cross of the 

arms with the fingers expressively spread 

apart... 

Could there be a small 

stain or a scar that is 

too big on the leather? 

Jochen Keppler from 

quality control  looks 

for faults and inconsis-

tencies. 

Almost like a sewing 

studio of an international 

fashion designer: The 

hülsta seamstresses 

demonstrate their 

finesse.

They move in formation or individually. 

Every now and then a Pas de Deux, 

then another solo. In addition to their 

craftsmanship, the staff have of course 

also high-tech support:  Orders of the 

same product group are digitally assigned 

for cutting. CAD systems identify any 

deficiencies before cutting. Using a beamer, 

the skin outline is projected onto the 

pattern and the ideal cut is precisely made. 

Automatic cutting machines ensure an 

accurate cut of the individual sections. The 

equipment ensures that the precious raw 

material is used as economically as possible. 

Economists class leather as a sustainable 

raw material. However, in Nagold, the staff 

understand that the material comes from 

live animals and as they appreciate its origin, 

they turn the leather into pieces of art.

The choreographic director of the 

production

It is not sufficient to have talented artists. 

They also must be assessed correctly and 

used accordingly. This also applies to the 

selection of leathers and fabrics. Andreas 

Frey calls the warehouse in Nagold a true 

treasure trove. He manages the production 

and – to stick to the artistic metaphors – 

also the choreography. His store includes 

countless skins and fabrics to ensure 

that the delivery time remains relatively 

short at approximately six weeks. The 

sheer quantity generally defines the huge 

total value; however, modern technology 

manages to determine the exact quantity 

and even quality.  Especially in the leather 

section, all skins are individually registered. 

Scanners identify the skin outline. People 

complement the equipment by manually 

marking certain leather features. Above all 

floats the “Blue Angel“, the environmental 

sign, which is awarded to and certifies hülsta 

sofa leather. In order to ensure that the 

environmental aspects as well as the social 

requirements continue to be respected,  

hülsta sofa regularly visits its tanneries in 

Germany, Italy Brazil and Argentina. 

As  the choreographic director, Mr Frey 

keeps a watchful eye on making sure that 

everything remains clear. This of course also 

applies to the fabrics section. hülsta sofa 

always scrutinizes the goods from its Italian 

and German suppliers, which are rich in 

tradition.

Visual arts: the frame production

Architecture and carpentry are part of the 

visual arts and are matched at hülsta sofa 

in the frame production.  As you would 

expect when building a high-quality house, 

we focus on manufacturing the necessary 

parts ourselves. After all, the frames and 

upholstery substructures play a major 

part in the comfort of the sofa: hülsta sofa 

manufactures and installs the frameworks 

near Freudenstadt – i.e. they are “Made in 

Germany“. The experts here talk about a 

“framework“,  not just a simple “frame“.  

This is probably due to the fact that the 

industry is focused on  “working“. 

Y
“Hand-crafted means, 

that a product 
might have minimmal 

deviations.“ 
Stephanie Widmayer, sewing department
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It also alludes to “manual work“ and 

craftsmanship, even though it is nowadays 

appropriately complemented by technical 

and electronic equipment. hülsta sofa 

manufacturers each framework to order, 

then takes it to the upholstery workshop in 

Nagold.  

Arts and crafts for women: the  

sewing room

It is a bit of a mystery: In the sewing room, 

there are only women and in the upholstery 

workshop, there are only men. Nobody really 

knows why there is such a clear division 

between men and women.  It could be due 

to favourite habits and positive experiences. 

Continuity is certainly a distinctive feature 

of the hülsta sofa staff: Some stay with the 

company from apprenticeship to retirement. 

The expression “belonging to a company“ is 

not just an empty phrase‘ as the staff literally 

“feel part“ of the company. In the sewing 

room, there are traditionally women, who are 

the experts. Each stitch is important, as the 

faultless craftsmanship of the seamstresses 

gives the hülsta sofas the highest quality. 

First of all, the padding is sewn to ensure 

that the sofa will later be ultra-comfortable. 

The final cover  is made using the so-called 

“assembly seam“ . hülsta sofa supports both 

the professional and the social qualifications 

of its staff, which is ideal for teamwork. 

Everyone pulls together, following the same 

lines. After all, the team spirit goes hand in 

hand with a strong identification - with the 

company, the materials and the product. 

Arts and crafts for men:  

the upholstery workshop

As already mentioned, only men work in 

the upholstery workshop. This is where 

everything comes together: Frames, foams 

and covers all arrive at the same time 

and are precisely assembled.  Sticking to 

the metaphors of thte fine arts, we assign 

upholstering to handicrafts, i.e. the applied 

arts. There is indeed a need for skilled 

craftsmanship, diligence and knowledge of 

the materials. To start with, the foams are 

glued to the wooden framework.  A process, 

which - thanks to modern manufacturing 

cabins with extraction systems - is completely 

harmless to health and the environment. 

Afterwards, the cushions are covered, then 

the large covers are fitted. It is a challenge to 

correctly assess the features of the respective 

cover materials. Leather or fabric? Soft or 

firm? Plain or patterned? Each cover has its 

own characteristics and requires experience 

and clear visual judgement.

Work completed? 

In the end, each hülsta sofa must pass a 

strict test. Under ideal lighting conditions, 

the configuration and the appearance are 

scrutinized: What is the overall impression? 

Are details such as legs, seams, leather 

features, height and seat depth all  correct? 

If there are minimal deviations from 

absolute perfection, then this indicates 

that the units are handmade. This quality 

craftsmanship leads to the hülsta sofa staff 

loving their job - and hülsta sofa customers 

loving their sofas. 

“We are not off-the-peg upholsterers.  
We rely on our expertise and  
our experience.“ Thomas Hehr and Perry Jung, upholsterers

DURABILITY

Both the leather competence 

and the fabric quality ensure 

that hülsta sofas will be 

part of the family for years 

to come. Furthermore, any 

signs of wear and tear can be 

repaired.   

hülsta sofa is looking 

forward to welcoming back 

one of  its sofas.

Fabric or leather? 

Depending upon 

material, products 

are glued or stapled.  

Corners are indivi-

dually crafted.
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hs.454

Superior. 
In terms of look and feel   

Add-on range
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hs.454

With the add-on range hs.454 hülsta sofa now offers a soft pointed cushion sofa 

that is further enhanced by the “Superior“ seating comfort. 

The new hs.454 is a true system range, i.e. it can be configured in different 

versions. In addition to the leg versions, there is also a choice of three different 

side sections. This ensures that it will fit as well into a small city pad as it does into 

a generous country house. The soft pointed cushions with piped seams give the 

hs.454 a particularly decorative look, whilst the new “Superior“ seating comfort 

provides a unique relaxation experience. 
 

    Design: Anita Schmidt  

Pointed cushion look 
and comfort
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hs.454hs.454

❙    The range includes: Armchair, sofa bench, add-on sofa, add-on corner 

sofa, add-on corner bench with upholstered seat, add-on bench, long 

chair, upholstered bench, stool, headrest and leg support

❙     3 different side sections

❙    10 leg versions

❙    Upholstery comfort: “Superior“

❙    2 seat heights: 43 and 46 cm

❙    Additional functionality: Leg support and headrest

Add-on range for individual sofa combinations 

        Sideboard NEO
              from hülsta >
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hs.454

Overview of 
configurations

Armchair
Seat width: 60 cm

Sofas
Six seat widths from 100 to 200 cm

Sectional units
Six different models

Additional models
Upholstered bench and Footstool

Armrest option
Three versions

Leg options
Five design versions, 10  variations

Upholstery comfort
‘Superior’

Seat heights
43 and 46 cm

Additional functions
Footrest and headrest

Only with SOB, SE, PB and HCK

Available only with seat widths of 140 cm and wider.

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

You can individually configure your own personal sofa in just nine steps.
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hs.454

10 leg versions3 side section options

Choose the side section and give your sofa its 

individual character: There is a choice of side 

sections “ Shape“, “Adjustable“ and “Angle“.

For the off-the-floor 

ranges, there is a 

choice of five leg 

shapes in a total of 

ten versions.

               <    Round tube angled leg, 
                gloss chrome

          < Side section ‘Shape‘
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hs.454

superior

Discover a completely new seating experience with the 

hs.414 and hs.454 .

Frequent flyers are often rewarded with a lot more comfort  

– so what about frequent ‘sitters‘? Or even short ‘sitters‘ who 

would also want a five-star seating experience? hülsta sofa 

now offers a quality bonus for everyone who prefers special 

comfort, irrespective of how long or how often you want 

to sit really comfortably. The new hs.414 and hs.454 ranges 

feature the “Superior“ seating comfort. A quality class that 

we offer for the first time with hülsta sofa. Sofas that - whilst 

they do not fly - certainly send you on wonderful journeys. 

How do you achieve the Superior class for seating comfort? 

In order to answer this question, we would have to go into 

detail regarding foam sticks, layered structures and foam 

sheets.  However, we are pretty sure that you would rather 

have a practical experience, i.e. by just sitting down. 

Both ranges feature sofas with loose cushions that are fixed 

with zips. The fact that the cushions move when sitting 

down is a nice side effect, providing the strikingly casual 

look of the hs.414 and hs.454.

Seating comfort

In the Superior class.

 <   Wonderfully  
      soft “sinking-in“ 
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hs.480

Fulfilling 

dreams and  
 wishes

Signature    
 Piece
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hs.480

The hs.480 features flowing lines. 

Like an organic structure from nature that slowly expands until it has found its perfect 

shape, coming to rest in the living room. Featuring a lush shape yet a simplistic design. 

Meticulously crafted which is reflected in the high-quality piped seam. The XL add-on 

sofa in two sizes can also be fitted with a high backrest. In any version, the  hs.480 has  

a distinctive visual impact.  

The casually soft upholstery invites you to lounge, chill, sit, lie and celebrate the 

moment.  

   Design: Joachim Nees

When rounded shapes do 
some straight talking  
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hs.480

❙	 	The range includes: Armchair, sofa bench, add-on sofa, long chair,  

upholstered bench and stool

❙	 Organic lines with round, curved back and side sections

❙	 All-round backrest with large seat depth 

❙	 2 seat heights: 39 and 42 cm

❙	 	XL long chair optionally with a high or low backrest available in two sizes:  

120 and 140 cm

❙	 Armchair available in two sizes: 79 and 96 cm wide

❙	 Armchair (96 cm) optionally available with castor leg 

❙	 All units can be positioned anywhere in the room

Design-oriented add-on range

  <    Conically tapered 
   piped seam on backrest 
 and armrest 
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hs.480

Armchair 

XS

The hs.480 sofa range also includes two matching 

armchairs. They look striking as a single piece or 

work well in combination with other hülsta Sofas.

  < XS armchair and
      armchair hs.480
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hs.490

Style 
that adapts  
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hs.490

Individual strength of character and adaptability – a rare 

combination.

However, the designers of the new hs.490 armchair managed 

to rise to the challenge, which is why the hs.490 is ideal both 

as a single piece or an extension to an existing sofa. Its clean 

and simple lines make it a perfect addition to any combination.  

Depending upon your preference (and your floor), the hs.490 

is available with legs or castors. There is a choice of two seat 

heights, 43 and 46 cm.

    Design: Hoffmann-Kahleyss

Design that fits 

❙	 	The range includes: Armchair, stool

❙	 Optionally available with plastic legs, metal legs or castors

❙	 2 seat heights: 43 and 46 cm

Modern armchair range with character
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hs.499

On their own 

or as a team
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hs.499

Back cushion layer

Available in two versions. Non-adjustable,

91 x 63 cm, and adjustable 72 x 76 cm

Cushion

60 x 60 cm and

63 x 36 cm

Upholstered cushion

40 x 40 cm and 54 x 27 cm

❙  Available in 13 different leather and fabric qualities    

❙   A choice of more than 100 different colours

❙   Made in Germany

❙  Cushion filling made from foam sticks and polyester fibre balls

Functional and decorative cushions

Subtle colour schemes, 
          unusual 
        material mixes >

Back cushion with bolster

78 x 64 cm
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Take a stand
Fabric or leather? Subtle or distinctive?

We do not know if you are among those who find it easy to take 

decisions – but we hope so. After all, you not only need to select 

the sofa range and size configuration, but also its covering - 

and we have a choice of 160 leathers and fabrics. Fabrics are 

available in ten different qualities featuring a fine, coarse or 

distinctive texture. Leathers can be chosen in five different 

qualities with a smooth, medium or distinct texture. Take your 

time for the selection, as  your hülsta sofa will be with you for 

many years to come.   

Beautiful or durable? Or maybe both?

When it comes to red wine and other attacks, leather is generally 

seen as more durable compared to fabric. However, it is not 

quite that simple. There are of course very durable leathers such 

as pigmented and embossed leathers, but there are also more 

delicate leathers, such as fine Aniline leathers. Then again, there 

are fabrics that are unusually durable and easy-to-care for: the 

fabric collections Diane 1 and 2 in Q2 quality. 

Advantages of  
     fabric quality Q2

Q2 does not require chemical treatment.

Q2 is skin-friendly.

Q2 is suitable for allergy sufferers.

Q2 has outstanding maintenance properties.

Q2 guarantees high abrasion resistance.

Q2 has excellent non-fade properties.

Q2 is washable and easy-care

Q2 offers a 5-year-guarantee.

Q2 is “Made in Germany“.

Q2 Service-Hotline +49 9292 591 h

Fitting
  for the sofa
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024-30067-20

082-78

062-78

067-30

088-20

068-30062-20

064-76

034-77

534-78

546-30

Revel in colour worlds

Colour scheme
       “Sand“

Colour scheme
   “Forest“

Adaptation talents und eye-catchers.

You will certainly find your favourite among fabrics 

in 75 colours and leathers in 50 colours. The only 

question is how to select. Should the cover be a 

striking eye-catcher? This could work well for a 

single sofa, which could be covered in a bold colour 

shade. Or should it be a subtle colour that will still 

be a classic in years to come? We would rather 

recommend this for a large sofa combination. To 

keep things interesting, this can be redecorated with 

colourful cushions at any time.

Opposites attract. You only need to know  

which ones.

In order to make your decision easier, we have 

developed a practical system: This allows you to 

recognise which colour worlds work well with one 

another. This will help, if you want to combine a 

leather armchair with a fabric sofa, for instance. 

Even more so, if you want to benefit from the special 

combination option for the hs.414 or hs.440: With 

these ranges, it is possible to have a different material 

on the basic sofa to the back cushion.  You might sit 

on leather and lean onto fabric - or vice versa. 

Balanced colour combinations – made easy.  

The leather and fabric coverings are classed in overall fabric 

schemes. The corresponding last two digits of the covers show that 

they are part of a particular colour world, making it easy to identify 

matching covers.

Colour scheme “Stone“

546-30 stone grey

067-30 stone grey
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made in Germany

“Made in Germany“ quality

hülsta sofa is German quality workmanship.  All sofas  

and armchairs are manufactured in Mötzingen near 

Nagold.

5-year-guarantee

We offer five years guarantee on the faultless 

craftsmanship, the construction and the upholstery 

materials.  (Exception: Cover and wear and tear parts – 

e.g. sliders and functional components – for these we 

offer the statutory warranty of two years.) 

Goldenes M

hülsta sofa stands for the compliance with high 

industrial standards regarding quality, it meets the 

requirements of the German Quality Association and 

has been awarded the ‘Goldenes M’, the highest quality 

sign for furniture in Germany.  

Blauer Engel 

All hülsta sofa sofas and armchairs are certified with 

the ‘Blue Angel’. This award officially confirms that all or 

our products are low in emissions;  the environmentally 

friendly production of the upholstery and cover 

materials used  (leathers and fabrics) are also certified.

We are committed to 
always meet the excellent 
standards of the hülsta 
sofa brand. 
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Rolf Benz AG & Co. KG

Haiterbacher Straße 104

D-72202 Nagold

Germany

Telephone  +49 (0) 7452 / 601-0

Fax  +49 (0) 7452 / 601-282

www.huelsta-sofa.com

hülsta sofa can be found at furniture retailers and at huelsta-sofa.com

Any questions?
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